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Even today, in 2011, pediatric intensive care medicine can be regarded as a ‘‘new’’ specialty with a promising future. No more than three decades have passed from the start of the development of specific techniques for vital signs support and control in children and the establishment of differentiated wards for such patients, to structuring of the discipline as such. However, in this period of time there has been a biotechnological revolution of such magnitude that pediatric intensive care has largely experienced a change in its concepts; new methodologies have been adopted; and those who work in this field must constantly keep themselves abreast of the new developments.

Good examples of these changes are the increase in number, and especially in the quality of the care units dedicated to critically ill children; the typification of techniques and systems conceived for pediatric patients; the growth in contrasted literature; the inclusion in the new training plans of topics dedicated to vital emergency care in pediatrics; and the quality and quantity of specific training programs in pediatric intensive care.

There is a clear symbiosis between adult and pediatric intensive care. Pediatric Intensive Care Units (PICUs) have progressively absorbed the experience of adult ICUs, modifying and adapting protocols, adjusting techniques and designing materials appropriate for the broad range of ages, sizes and weights found in the pediatric population. However, it presently can also be affirmed that through “our children”, adult ICUs have developed new and improved ventilation techniques such as the use of high-frequency ventilation; noninvasive techniques for monitoring gases and pressures (trans-fontanelle intracranial pressure, facilitating the development of optic fiber sensors); new drug formulations such as exogenous surfactant.

In pediatric intensive care medicine, the predominance of infectious and metabolic diseases (dehydration), acute cardiological and respiratory disorders, and general, cardiovascular and neurological pediatric surgery postoperative care, etc., has given way to disorders demanding more complex patient care such as severe head injuries, solid organ transplants, and alterations secondary to immune suppression. This situation is illustrated in the articles on head injuries that the group of the Maternal-Children’s University Hospital Complex in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain) have published in this number of Medicina Intensiva.

At present, with the disappearance of many of the above-mentioned illnesses and the improvements in primary care, the criteria for the hospital admission of pediatric patients in general and for admission to the PICU have changed completely, with new demands for the care of critically ill children.

Care activities with children amenable to intensive care entails a series of aspects: (a) integral clinical assessment of the patient, viewing the case as a whole rather than as the failure of a given organ; (b) application of a series of specific diagnostic and therapeutic techniques and procedures to the acute problem involved, its repercussions, and to adopt the opportune management measures; and (c) continuity in the follow-up of the disease process, since the course of the condition varies constantly, and adequate adaptation of the therapeutic norms represents a systematic task in the PICU. All these aspects cause the medical professionals to need profound pediatric knowledge and to master a series of technological skills, with the capacity to observe, and the ability to take urgent decisions.
In the future, further advances will be needed in relation to "non-invasiveness", both as regards the monitoring techniques and in reference to treatment, with a view to reducing the complications inherent to invasive procedures. In this sense, the current development of hemodynamic and brain function monitoring is very promising.

In order to guarantee good performance in pediatric intensive care, it will become increasingly important to consider clinical aspects (number of patients, type of illness, technique performed, etc.) and administrative parameters in order to confirm a good cost/benefit ratio (occupation index, mean stay, patient/bed rotation, etc.). The pediatric intensivist is aware that PICUs must be made increasingly more effective in these terms.

Quality is not a fashion, as is said nowadays in somewhat pejorative terms. It is also an ethical imperative, since it is not enough to offer services: needs must also be satisfied. The quality of care is usually measured in terms of only one of its dimensions: scientific-technical quality. However, this restricted conception of quality fails to contemplate other important variables such as accessibility, opportunity, adequacy, efficiency and, above all, psychosocial aspects of the care of critically ill children, which must be taken into account from more holistic perspective.

The pediatric intensivist cannot neglect understanding the pediatric patient as a concrete individual belonging to a family and to a social group, i.e., as a "historical subject" in the individual and social sense. As far as possible, it is necessary to promote the humanization of intensive care in children, with a view to countering the cold environment inherent to PICUs, associated to technological development. Parent collaboration increasingly should be encouraged, allowing their free entry to the PICU and their cooperation in minor activities which may implicate them as far as possible in the care of their child.

The feelings of the family largely vary from feelings of acceptance of the disease to rejection. Under these circumstances, it is very common for families to develop their own defense mechanisms, holding on to aspects of information which they view as positive. Following the provision of exhaustive information regarding a critically ill child, it is relatively common for parents to retain the most positive aspect of the information received, or to focus on some other secondary and irrelevant aspect in the serious context of the patient condition, but which nevertheless holds reason for hope in their minds. Inter-relation with the families requires increasingly optimized communication skills and techniques.

Defining terminal conditions in intensive care is often extremely difficult, since it means that we are relatively certain that the patient will not recover. In the case of the PICU, this issue is much more complicated, since children have a great capacity to recover, and the course of pediatric illnesses often proves surprising—both as regards the prognosis of survival and as refers to the potential sequelae. With some frequency, aggressive treatments are not suspended until death is imminent, out of fear of classifying a potentially healable patient as a terminal case. In this way, treatment may be extended beyond all reasonable hope. It is therefore necessary to continue working to define reliable criteria for the limitation of therapeutic effort.

The death of a child is clearly a great trauma for the family. However, it is less often recognized that the death of a child can also be a shock for those professionals in charge of caring for the patient. Even more significant is the impact which these professionals accumulate as a result of successive pediatric patient deaths. In this context, the prevention and treatment of healthcare professional "burnout" are essential in order to uphold the quality and outcomes of patient care, and to avoid abandonment of work on the part of current or future pediatric intensivists.

Although the title of specialist in pediatric intensive care medicine is not a priority aspiration at the present time, since it offers no special advantages for pediatric professionals by exclusively tying them to a particularly hard discipline with a limited field of intervention, work in the PICUs should be regulated through professional titles granted by academic and government institutions. This will serve both to ensure minimum standards of care and to delimit the areas of intervention and promote development and teaching of the specialty—as well as protect the titled professionals from possible practice-related lawsuits. In the United States, pediatric intensive care is regarded as a subspecialty, recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties, and is characterized by great clinical and academic vitality. In Spain, the Asociación Española de Pediatría (AEP) (Spanish Society of Pediatrics) and the Sociedad Española de Medicina Intensiva y Unidades Coronarias (SEMICYUC) (Spanish Society of Intensive Care Medicine and Coronary Units) are working to make it possible for accrediting professionals to receive the government recognition needed to develop the specialty and avoid the existing vacuum in this area—with due respect for the basic title (Pediatrics).

Regarding teaching of the management of clinical situations, patient safety is one of the main concerns of healthcare systems. Among the recommendations for improving such safety, mention must be made of the creation of work team training programs involving medical simulations. These are defined as situations or places created to allow a group of people to experience the representation of a real event, with the purpose of practicing, learning, evaluating or understanding human actions or systems. This must be the way to gain skills in serious and infrequent situations, without harm for the patient.

Multicenter clinical trials have been shown to be very useful for defining therapeutic efficacy in low prevalence diseases, and should continue to be promoted in order to further knowledge.

Special attention is focussed on the definition of nosocomial infection preventive factors, and new increasingly contrasted and simplified diagnostic and therapeutic protocols are being promoted, based on scientific evidence.

Achieving improved intensive care in turn results in improved survival among children suffering chronic conditions amenable to mechanical assistance of organ function—with the consequent blocking of bed vacancies. In this context, our care must be extended to the out-hospital setting. We effectively have "technology dependent" pediatric patients requiring a multidisciplinary approach comprising bio-psychological care for the children and their families; family training and acceptance; the corresponding technical assistance; and the required nutritional support and pharmacological support, with a direct and immediate
connection to the hospital. Considerable and very favorable experience has already been gained in this field. Integration of these children within the family nucleus is very satisfactory, both physically and psychologically, for both the patients and their relatives—with improved quality of life and a lessened social burden. In turn, our care units obtain benefits in the form of the optimization of resources, with a lesser psychological burden for the professionals, and finally the administration derives a lesser cost burden.18

A brief mention must also be made of our human capital. In effect, our knowledge, adequate data interpretation, and effective treatment interventions would be of no help without our human resources. In this sense, our nursing staff members are a key factor. Specialization in this healthcare sector will be a crucial element for advancing in pediatric intensive care.

Thus, optimization in the obtainment of data can be seen in the future of pediatric intensive care. Less invasiveness and increased effectiveness is the idea is to think more about the child than the disease itself. The aim will be to apply scientifically correct and contrasted treatments. Multicenter protocols will be developed to correlate experiences and reduce the margins of error. The patient and family must receive an adequate environment, modifying that of the intensive care unit proper, readapting our classical schemes of rigorous coded circulation, and opening our units to parents and relatives who as a result of their proximity can better understand the problems of their critically ill child and our efforts to offer the best possible care. Lastly, patient safety will be guaranteed through teaching in simulated settings and virtual reality environments. In sum, we will strive to be as human as we are scientists and technicians.
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